
Our school Slezské gymnázium Opava welcomed the Dutch students from Merletcollege
located in a town called Cuijk. The whole project lasted from 15th to 20th October. Dutch
students arrived in the capital city of the Czech republic around eight o'clock PM. They were
really exhausted after a journey to Prague, so they found accommodation as quickly as
possible in order to take new energy for the next day.
Sunday was officially the first day of the programme. Our programme began on Sunday
morning. Our students showed our friends from the Netherlands the most visited historical
sights in our capital city. The first stop was the Prague castle, which is the seat of our
president Miloš Zeman. Then the guided tour in Prague continued through the Charles
bridge. This bridge is the second oldest bridge in the Czech republic and It's very important
monument in czech history. Next stop was the Prague astronomical clock called
Staroměstský orloj. At each destination of the tour czech students told something about
history and some interestings information like who built these monuments, why they were
built and so on. Dutch students saw, except these historical sights, Kinský palace, the house
at stone bell, Wenceslas square, Saints Cyril and Methodius Cathedral, Dance house (also
called Ginger and Fred) and the last one Wallenstein Palace, which is the seat of the senate.

After this tour in Prague students went to the train station, because they got to Opava by
train. In the evening the train with our friends from the Netherlands left Prague and reached
Opava around nine o'clock pm. Unfortunately the train was delayed 1 hour. At nine pm czech
students, who were hosting Dutch students, were waiting for their housing students from the
Netherlands to pick them up and head to their new home for the next five days.

On Monday the students met in school in Opava, where there was a rich programme
prepared  for them. We started at 8 o'clock, same as students, who are studying in our
school. Our teachers welcomed students from the Netherlands and went through some basic
information about the project, school and so on. Firstly, we introduced ourselves. That was
the first ice breaking activity that we prepared for our friends. First activity was quite simple.
We had to say something, what we really hate, which celebrity is similar to us and if we
could be an animal, what would webe. This game was difficult for some of the students,
because they didn't know about a celebrity or an animal, which would be similar to them.
Second activity was a game called two, four and seven. Students had to count to 100
without saying numbers two, four and seven. After these small activities we had a break,
when we met our friends better. Then we showed Dutch students our school. The main point
of the morning programme was to compare our school systems. Basically all differences
between Dutch students and Czech students. Actually we didn't agree on a question that our
teacher asked us. The question was simple. Whose student's life is tougher. Every side had
their pros and cons. The very last task of the morning programme was a presentation about
life in the Netherlands and the Czech republic. We presented traditions and typical things,
sweets, personalities, music and habits in these countries. After lunch the afternoon
programme ensued the treasure hunt with a guided tour of Opava. Czech students prepared
a couple of tasks for Dutch students. They also tried to read poems in czech language by
our famous local poet Petr Bezruč. It was quite a tough challenge, but our friends from the
Netherlands managed that very well. Besides this, we visited a town tower called Hláska in
order to have a good view of the whole town. Last place in the guided tour was café
Kupkafe, where our guest had a task to order coffee with the written phrases they received.
When the guided tour finished, czech students picked up their housing students and went
home, where the programme had under direction czech families.



Tuesday programme was in town Darkovičky and in area Dolní Vítkovice. Dutch students in
our school had a short presentation about bunkers and compounds in Darkovičky. When the
presentation was over, students immediately went to Dolní Vítkovice. Area in Dolní Vítkovice
is known for their blast furnaces. These blast furnaces were processing the iron until
September 1998. Students found out for example, how the coal was mined or what was the
conditions in mines in years, when the Area Dolní Vítkovice was the number one in coal
mining. The biggest attraction for our students was the Bolt tower. This tower was part of the
excursion that our students experienced. Bolt tower is the highest point in Ostrava, where
the Area Dolní Vítkovice belongs. That was a great opportunity to take some really
interesting photos. Second stop on Tuesday were bunkers built during World War 2. These
bunkers are located in the town Darkovičky as was mentioned previously in this article.
Darkovičky is located 23 kilometers from Opava. Students visited interior of bunkers, which
were used by Czechoslovakia soldiers as protection against Nazis. Our classmates had a
presentation of Czechoslovakia´s military defense system, which involved the bunkers in
Darkovičky. After returning to Opava, the programme continued again under the direction of
host families.

Next day started very early. Students met at 7 o'clock in  order to take a bus to visit
Auschwitz concentration camp. The bus left Opava around 7:15 AM. The journey took
around two and half hours with one break during our journey to Auschwitz. When we arrived
to Auschwitz, our teachers went ahead of us and arranged the tickets for an excursion in the
camp. First of all teachers remind us how to behave in this place, because people there
really suffered and it would be appropriate to behave respectfully and decently. After a while
we entered a gate, which led us to Auschwitz 1 compound. Everybody was surprised with
the security there, but it was understandable. Every person, who was there, received a
headset. Through the headset our guide was telling the information about Auschwitz. We
found out how the Jews were killed in concentration camps, in what conditions Jews suffered
or how they could be punished if they did something wrong. Students went through the
well-known gate by writing “Arbeit macht frei”. They saw an exposition of things the Jews
people left, when they got into a camp, cans with granules of Zyklon B or the jews hair. After
this breathtaking tour we moved to another part of the concentration camp, which is called
Auschwitz-Birkenau. Auschwitz-Birkenau was one of the biggest concentration camps in the
world. As we were going through the camp we saw remnants of buildings in the
concentration camp, well-known rail leading to a camp, memory of victims and dwelling of
camp prisoners. Then we got into our bus, which transported us back to Opava. We reached
Opava around 17:00 PM. Every participant was speechless. The excursion in Auschwitz left
us with mixed feelings and it took time to return to our normal mood.

On Thursday we started again at 8 o'clock in our school. In the morning we had 2 activities.
The first one was about one historical hero from World War 2 that everyone should pick by
himself. We had about thirty minutes for preparation and then we shared our historical hero
with everybody. Everybody said why he chose to speak his hero and what was the reason
that made him so important or brave. Thanks to this activity students could educate
themselves without teachers. Second activity was linked with the previous one. We had to
pick the Dutch hero of World War 2. Czech students were cooperating with Dutch students,
because the task was to make a biography of our chosen hero. The chosen heroes weren't
known often, so the Dutch students had to use the Dutch sources of information and then



translate it to english with the help of Czech students. Everybody managed this task very
well, because teachers were excited when they saw their students from different countries
working together. In the end students presented their hero to all the class. Everybody was
listening patiently as the stories of those people were brave and emotional.
The afternoon programme students started in Hradec nad Moravicí, where czech students
educated their Dutch friends about the town and local castle. Students finished this guide
tour in place called Mariánské louky. After that students returned to Opava by train. This was
the last day for our Dutch friends, that's why we organized a goodbye party for them. It
began at 6 o'clock pm. First of all there was a speech of our teachers, who thanked our
partners for well spended time. We repeated what we did during the five days of the
Erasmus project. Everybody agreed that it was a great experience, which comes maybe
once a lifetime. Then the party officially started. Our geography teacher played some good
music and everybody enjoyed their last moments.

The next morning our friends from the Netherlands went home. Saying goodbye to them was
tougher than we thought it would be. We are already looking forward to see them again in
the Netherlands.


